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Little eld Lectures: The Van and the Rear: Abo…
Watch later Share
On February 26-27 2018, The History Department at the University of Texas at Austin
was pleased to welcome Dr. Manisha Sinha, Professor and James L. and Shirley A.
Draper Chair in American History at the University of Connecticut, as the featured
speaker for The Little eld Lecture Series. Dr. Sinha’s  rst lecture, titled “Abolition and the
Making of Southern Reaction,” is featured here.
Watch Professor Sinha’s second lecture on Not Even Past, titled “The Van and the Rear:
Abolitionist Roots of Radical Reconstruction:”
You may also like:
15 Minute History Episode 105: Slavery and Abolition with Dr. Manisha Sinha 
Reconstruction in Austin: The Unknown Soldiers by Nicholas Roland 
Work Left Undone: Emancipation was not Abolition by George Forgie
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